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 Performance Standards for Stage 1 General Mathematics 

- Concepts and Techniques Reasoning and Communication 

A Comprehensive knowledge and understanding of 
concepts and relationships. 

Highly effective selection and application of mathematical 
techniques and algorithms to find efficient and accurate 
solutions to routine and complex problems in a variety of 
contexts. 

Successful development and application of mathematical 
models to find concise and accurate solutions. 

Appropriate and effective use of electronic technology to 
find accurate solutions to routine and complex problems. 

Comprehensive interpretation of mathematical results in 
the context of the problem. 

Drawing logical conclusions from mathematical results, 
with a comprehensive understanding of their 
reasonableness and limitations. 

Proficient and accurate use of appropriate mathematical 
notation, representations, and terminology. 

Highly effective communication of mathematical ideas 
and reasoning to develop logical and concise arguments. 

Formation and testing of appropriate predictions, using 
sound mathematical evidence. 

B Some depth of knowledge and understanding of 
concepts and relationships. 

Mostly effective selection and application of 
mathematical techniques and algorithms to find mostly 
accurate solutions to routine and some complex 
problems in a variety of contexts. 

Attempted development and successful application of 
mathematical models to find mostly accurate solutions. 

Mostly appropriate and effective use of electronic 
technology to find mostly accurate solutions to routine 
and some complex problems. 

Mostly appropriate interpretation of mathematical results 
in the context of the problem. 

Drawing mostly logical conclusions from mathematical 
results, with some depth of understanding of their 
reasonableness and limitations. 

Mostly accurate use of appropriate mathematical notation, 
representations, and terminology. 

Mostly effective communication of mathematical ideas 
and reasoning to develop mostly logical arguments. 

Formation and testing of mostly appropriate predictions, 
using some mathematical evidence. 

C Generally competent knowledge and understanding of 
concepts and relationships. 

Generally effective selection and application of 
mathematical techniques and algorithms to find mostly 
accurate solutions to routine problems in different 
contexts. 

Application of mathematical models to find generally 
accurate solutions. 

Generally appropriate and effective use of electronic 
technology to find mostly accurate solutions to routine 
problems. 

Generally appropriate interpretation of mathematical 
results in the context of the problem. 

Drawing some logical conclusions from mathematical 
results, with some understanding of their reasonableness 
and limitations. 

Generally appropriate use of mathematical notation, 
representations, and terminology, with reasonable 
accuracy. 

Generally effective communication of mathematical ideas 
and reasoning to develop some logical arguments. 

Formation of an appropriate prediction and some attempt 
to test it using mathematical evidence. 

D Basic knowledge and some understanding of concepts 
and relationships. 

Some selection and application of mathematical 
techniques and algorithms to find some accurate 
solutions to routine problems in context. 

Some application of mathematical models to find some 
accurate or partially accurate solutions. 

Some appropriate use of electronic technology to find 
some accurate solutions to routine problems. 

Some interpretation of mathematical results. 

Drawing some conclusions from mathematical results, 
with some awareness of their reasonableness. 

Some appropriate use of mathematical notation, 
representations, and terminology, with some accuracy. 

Some communication of mathematical ideas, with 
attempted reasoning and/or arguments. 

Attempted formation of a prediction with limited attempt to 
test it using mathematical evidence. 

E Limited knowledge or understanding of concepts and 
relationships. 

Attempted selection and limited application of 
mathematical techniques or algorithms, with limited 
accuracy in solving routine problems. 

Attempted application of mathematical models, with 
limited accuracy. 

Attempted use of electronic technology, with limited 
accuracy in solving routine problems. 

Limited interpretation of mathematical results. 

Limited understanding of the meaning of mathematical 
results, their reasonableness or limitations. 

Limited use of appropriate mathematical notation, 
representations, or terminology, with limited accuracy. 

Attempted communication of mathematical ideas, with 
limited reasoning. 

Limited attempt to form or test a prediction. 
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Introduction:

ln thistask, 3 pieces ofmathematicaiShaped chocoIate were const「uctedOne Ofa simpIe 3D form and two, mOre

COmPlexshapes. AII chocoIates incIude both pianarand curved surfaces. ln this assignment, it was beneficiai to
COnSider both the profitabiIity and reduction ofwaste when expIoring the packaging and design of chocolates.

In part one′ ′The Design’sketches ofthe 3 chocoiates with approximate measurements were created. ′Estimc,ting

CInd CcJ/cu/。ting胸んme’, Part tWO, VOIumes for aII pieces were estimated and caicuIated. The resuIts were used to

CaIcuIate the absoiute error and the percentage error. In part three tcJ/cuIc再ing SuげcJCeAre。’, the net of each ′sIot’

thatthe chocoIates sit in in the tray were drawn. A netforthe boxwas aiso drawn to assist in calculatingthe totaI
Surface area ofthe tray as weII as the total surface area ofthe cardboard packaging. ′cc//culo亡ing Cost’(part four)

dispIays the cost ofthree parts the piastic t「ay, Cardboard packaging and the chocoIate itself.

To summarise, alI findings are dispIayed in part 5 ′rhe Report’. This discusses improvementsthat could be madeto

minimise errors, increase accuracy and improve design.
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Part One: The Design
**Note: These 3 designs aIso displaythe accurate measurements ofthe chocoiates, nOt eStimate**

ChocoIate Piece Number ONE:
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ChocoIate Piece Number TWO:
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Chocoiate Piece Number THREE:
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PartTwo: Estimating and CalcuIating VoIume
A. EstlmateOfvoIumes:

Piece Number ONE: Estimate vaIues are…

Cube: A length, Width and depth of45mm, uSingtheformuIa V= L3

(4与3)

Therefo「e, the volume ofthe Cube is 91,125mm3

CyIinder: A height of5mm and a diameterof45mm, uSingthe formuIa V=Jtr2h,

(nx22.与之x与)

Therefore, the voIume ofthe CyIinder is 7,952.16mm3

The estimate volume of piece one is 91,125 + 7,9与2.16 = 99,077.16mm3

Piece Number TWO: Estimate vaiues are…

Sphere: A diameter of 5mm, uSing the formuia V= 4/3Jt「3

(4/3n与3)

Therefore, the voIume ofthe sphere is 65.4与mm3

聞

SquareBased Pyramid: Abase iength of20mm, a height oflOmm and a sIant height of15mm. UsingtheformuIa
V=a2h/3

(202xlO/3)
Therefore, tOtaI voIume of squarebased pyramid is 1332mm3

Rectanguiar Prism: A length of50mm, a height of 20mm and width of20mm, uSingthe formulaV=Iwh,

(与0×20×20〉

丁herefore, the voIume ofthe rectangular prism is 20,000mm3

丁he estimate voiume of piece two is 65.45 + 1332 + 20,000 = 21,397.45mm3

Piece Number THREE: Estimate vaiues are…

Sem主sphere: Adiameterof lOmm. UsingtheformuIa Vこ 囲且

上空L　′ Therefore′ thetotai voiume ofthe sem主sphere is 261.8mm3.

Trapezoid: A height of lOmm, a base length of40mm and a width of20mm. Usingthe formuIa, ∨= W[1/2h(bl+b2)],

20[1/2 x lO(40十20〉〕

Therefore, the voIume ofthe trapezoid is 5,500m3

RectanguIar Prism: A length of50mm, Width of30mm and a heightof lOmm. Usingthe formuIa V=Iwh,
与Ox30xlO

Therefore, the voIume ofthe rectanguiar p「ism is l与,000mm3

The estimate voiume of piece three is 261.8 + 5,500 + 15,000 = 20,761.8mm3
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B. CalculatiOnS Ofactuai voiumes (wth absoIute and percentage errors)

Piece NumberONE: Astheformuia forthevoIume ofa cube is V= L3′ and the formula forthevolume ofa cyiinder is

V=れ「2h…

丁otaI volume of chocoiate piece no.1 = 70, 283.19mm3

(See appendices l for workings)

Piece NumberTWO: Asthe formuia forthe volumeofa sphere isV=4/3nr3, theformuIa forthevoiume ofa square
based pyramid isV=a2h/3 and the formuIa forthevoIume ofa rectanguIar prism is Vこlwh…

TotaI voIume of chocoIate piece no.2 = 16,398.78mm3

(See appendices 2 for workings)

Piece NumberTHREE: Asthe formuIa forthevoIume ofa rectangular p「ism isV= lwh, theformuIa forthe voiume of

a trapezoid is w[1/2h(bl+b2)] and formuIa forthevoIume ofa sem主sphere is

帥　…
TotaI volume of chocolate piece no.3 = 18,261.8mm3　　　　　　　　　　　　　2

(See appendices 3 for workings)

C. CalculatlngAbsoIute and Percentage errors
**NOTE: When caIcuIating absoIute and percentage errors, the foIIowing formuIae were used…奪*

VE = aCtuai/exact vaIue
VA= aPPrOXimate vaiue
Absolute error = VAVE
Percentage e「ror = [〈VAVE) ÷ VE] xlOO

PieceOne:

Absoiute Erro「 = 99,077.16  70, 283.19 = 28793,97

Percentage Error = (28793.97 ÷ 70, 283.19) x lOO = 40.97%

Piece Two:

Absoiute Er「or = 21,397.45  16,398.78 = 4998.67

Percentage Error = 〈4998.67 ÷ 16,398,78〉 × 100 = 30.48%

PieceThree:

AbsoIute Error = 20,761.8  18,261.8 = 2500

Percentage Error = (2500 ÷ 18,261.8) x lOO= 13.69%

According to these results′ the predictions were mostiy =Ot aCCurate. However′ the「e is a wide range of percentage

errors rangingfrom approx. 40%  13%. Waysto make a more accu「ate prediction incIudes being more precise with

measu「ements and making sure thatthey are achievabIe and reaiistic. 1fa business were to ut=isethe estimate

Values on production ofthis chocoIate box′ it wouId increase wastage significanty and woud higher production cost,
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Pa「t Three: CaIcuiating Su「face Area

For the pIastic tray, the totaI surfece area = Wa=s of box + base of box + Wa=s of 3 chocoIate ′siots′/compartments.

SA ofwaIIs of box + base ofbox = 25,250mm2　　　,.　　　　　　　… (See appendices4forworkings)

sAofcompartmentone=7,200mm2　　　‘言い。白　　　…(Seeappendices与forwo「kings〉

SA of compartment two = 4,200mm2　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　... 〈See appendices 6 for wo「kings〉

SA of compartment three = 3,750mm2　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　… (See appendices 7 for wo「kings)

Therefore, tOtal surface area of piastic tray = 25,250 + 7,200 + 4,200 + 3,750　=　40,400mm2

Diagram of pIastic
t「aY

ICIγ

Part Four: CaIcuIating Cost

(See appendices 8 for workings)

The total cost ofthe minibox of chocolates = COSt Of chocolate + COSt Oftray materiaI + COSt Of cardboard packaging,

therefore;

Asthe cost ofchocoIate per kg is $20.50 and thetotaI weight ofchocoiate used to fiII the designs is O.10494kg.,.
The totaI cost ofthe chocolate is = ;2.15

As the costofthetray mate「iai is $4.30 pe「 m2 and thetotaI surface a「ea ofthetray isO.0404m2...

The total cost ofthe tray is= ;0.15

Asthe cost ofthe cardboard packaging is ;2.80 per m2and thetotal SA ofthe box is O.0522m2…

ThetotaI costofthe cardboard packaging is = $0.1与

in totaI, the cost of one minibox ofchocoIates is = $2.45

「lC
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Repo巾

To summarise the resuits and measurements from a= parts ofthis investigation, View the summary tabIe beIow:

しABし[ �PieceOne �PieceTwo �PieceThree �PiasticTray �Packaging 

TotaiVoIume �70,283.19mm3 �16,398.78mm3 �18,261.8mm3 �NA �NA 

Estimate VoIume �99,077.16mm3 �21,397.4与mm3 �20,761.8mm3 �NA �NA 

TotaiSA �NA �NA �NA �40,400mm2 �与2,200mm2 

AbsoIuteErro「 �28793.97 �4998.67 �2与00 �NA �NA 

Percentage [「「o「 �40.97% �30.48% �13.69% �NA �NA 

Cost � �S2,1与 � �So.1与 �So,1与 

Although there were not many issues with this assignment′ the onIy d櫛cuity was the tray as muItipie attempts were

made to caIculate the totaI surface area. One unresoIved issue with this investigation is that it states that there was
a lkg bag ofchocoIateforsaIe ata price of$20.50. 1fa businesswereto producethis min主chocolate box, theywouId

have to buy morethan a percentage ofa bag ifwantingto massP「Oduce. Limitations ofthis assignment includethe

restriction on the shapes used (e"g. Nothing more than simpIe shapes put togethe「 to create ′compIex′ shapes).

Assumptions were also made in this assignment, fo「example, the ab冊yto obtain resources such as cardboard

PaCkaging and/or a speciaI tray materiai・ Another assumption was made, SuggeSting that aII the chocoIates had to be

SO=d instead of hoIIow.

Figures beIow showthe originaI 3D sketches f「om partone as we= as a scaIed diagram ofpiece one"
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Appendix:
Figure l:
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